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Abstract

It is recalled that dispensability of sequences and neutral substitution rate must not be construed to be markers of
nonfunctionality. Different aspects of functionality relate to differently-sized nucleotide communities. At the time
cells became nucleated, a boom of epigenetic processes led to uses of DNA that required many more nucleotides
operating collectively than do functions definable in terms of classical genetics. Each order of magnitude of
nucleotide plurality was colonized by functions germane to that order. The eukaryote genome became a great
epigenetic machine. Sequences of different levels of nucleotide plurality are briefly discussed from the point of
view of their functional relevance. By their activities as both transcribed genes and cis-acting repeats, SINEs
and LINEs are the principal link between genetic and epigenetic processes. SINEs can act as local repeats to
produce position effect variegation (PEV) in a nearby gene. PEV may thus represent a general method of overall
transcriptional regulation at the level of cell collectivities. When tracking the scale dependence of nucleotide
function, one finds the 100 kb order of nucleotide plurality to provide epigenetically the basis at once for PEV,
imprinting, and cell determination, with sectorial repressibility a trait common to the three. In sectorial repress-
ibility, introns may play a structural role favoring the stability of higher-order chromatin structures. At that level
of nucleotide involvement, nonconserved nonhomologous nonprotein-coding sequences may often play the same
structural roles. In addition, genomic distance per se – and, therefore, the mass of intervening nucleotides – can
have functional effects. Distances between enhancers and promoters need to be probed in this respect. At the
1000 kb level of nucleotide function, attention is focused on the formation of centromeres. It is one of the levels of
nucleotide plurality per function where specificity in the generation of DNA/protein complexes seems to depend
more upon the structural fit among factors than upon the DNA sequence. This circumstance may explain in part the
prevailing difficulty in recognizing the functional nature of sequences among non-protein-coding nucleotide arrays
and the propensity among investigators to tag the majority of DNA sequences in higher organisms as functionally
meaningless. Noncoding DNA often may not be ‘selected’ as an appropriate niche for a certain function, but be
‘elected’ in that capacity by a group of factors, as a preexisting sequence that is only now called upon to serve.
Much of the non-protein-coding DNA may thus be only conditionally functional and in fact may never be elected
to functions at a high level of nucleotide plurality. Eukaryotes are composites, at different levels of this plurality, of
the functional and the nonfunctional, as well as of the conditionally functional and the outright functional. Thus, a
sequence that is nonfunctional at one level of nucleotide plurality may participate in a functional sequence at a more
inclusive level. In the end, every nucleotide is at least infinitesimally functional if, for metabolic and developmental
reasons, the chromatin mass as such becomes a selectable entity. Given the scale dependence of nucleotide func-
tion, large amounts of ‘junk DNA’, contrary to common belief, must be assumed to contribute to the complexity of
gene interaction systems and of organisms.
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Aims of the present analysis

Genome sizes can differ by five orders of magnitude
among eukaryotes (cf. Li & Graur, 1991), and some-
times vary considerably over relatively closely related
taxa (Cavalier-Smith, 1978; Petrov et al., 2000). For
example, the brown mountain grasshopper Podisma
has a genome 10 times as large as that of the cricket
Laupala and over one hundred times as large as that
of Drosophila (Bensasson et al., 2001). Genome size
varies ‘only’ by a factor of 364 among the vertebrates
examined (Cavalier-Smith, 1991). Some of the impor-
tant mechanisms of this variation have recently been
revealed (Petrov & Hartl, 1998; Petrov et al., 2000;
Bensasson et al., 2001; Petrov, 2001).

About 95% of haploid genomes in multicellular
eukaryotes have been widely considered as ‘junk’.
The term is picturesque, but not insightful. A num-
ber of biologists, among them notably Susumo Ohno
(1997), the originator of the notion of junk DNA,
clung persistently to this position without the slightest
nuancing. ‘Junk DNA’ stands for DNA that is func-
tionless at a given moment in evolutionary time. It may
seem easy to define junk, yet, it is only as easy as it is
to define function, which is not easy.

True, there are the easy cases. It happens fre-
quently that a relatively short DNA sequence – say,
a few hundred base pairs long – not endowed with
any obvious function, is requisitioned for an obvi-
ous function. The integration of additional structures
into a preexisting structural-functional ensemble takes
place in haphazard, makeshift ways – in quirky ways
(a phrase used by Arian Smit, 1999). For example,
a fragment of an Alu sequence can become part
of an apparently functional protein-coding sequence
(Makalowski, Mitchell & Labuda, 1994). (Alu se-
quences do not normally code for polypeptide chains.)
Other mobile elements have secondarily been called
upon as participants in the transcriptional control of
genes (Britten, 1996a, b). Examples of such functional
takeovers abound. They are thought to represent a re-
moval of some individual item from a genomic junk
yard. The items are not always small, as illustrated by
neoformation of centromeres. It is generally thought
that if the sequences are not mobilized for what must
obviously be a function, they will be rapidly changed
or lost.

This last statement sounds innocuous, yet is mis-
leading. A sequence requisitioned for a function?
Strictly speaking, often (and, in one sense, even
generally!) probably for another and superimposed

function. When not a winner in the lottery game of
adoption for a function, the sequence will be rapidly
changed? But rapid sequence change does not imply
absence of function! The sequence can be lost because
it is functionless? It can be lost whether functionless
or not!

These qualifications of the statement in question
reflect a thesis of the present paper. It is not just the
slowness of growth in our knowledge that retards a
consensus on functions in genomes; I would contend
that the major obstacle is a widespread narrowness in
the perception of what eukaryote genomic functions
are about. The narrowness is understandable histor-
ically: gene functions were the first precisely defined
functions that chromosomes were found to serve. Ever
since, functions in general were conceived as linked to
conserved nucleotides and amino acids.

Functional sequences are sequences whose effects
contribute to producing the organism’s selected pheno-
type. A function relates to a performance of the or-
ganism based on activities of its component structures.
These mostly selected structures and activities are co-
ordinated across all hierarchical levels of biological
integration, from molecules and their interactions up-
ward. The term function also designates component
structures and their activities at any one particular
level to which an observer directs his attention (e.g.,
macromolecular or physiological function). Structural
constituents integrated into functional systems need
not all be selected; they can be fixed through other
processes as long as they are part of a hierarchically
coordinated set of functional effects that is selected.

Neither this nor any other available characteriza-
tion of functionality enlightens us as to the different
ways in which functions are embedded in eukaryote
genomes. In examining these ways, particular atten-
tion will be given to the following features: genomic
functions in eukaryotes are distributed over nucle-
otide collectivities of various orders of magnitude; the
functions specified are linked by their nature to these
nucleotide pluralities; and, especially at the higher
levels of these pluralities, functions are generated
and regulated epigenetically. It will be suggested that
the functionality or nonfunctionality of a sequence is
not definable at a single level of nucleotide plurality.
One and the same sequence can be nonfunctional at
one level, yet functional at another (and perhaps in
more than one way). Given this scale dependence of
nucleotide function, it may be difficult to pinpoint
truly functionless sequences; namely, sequences that
definitely do not carry out even a small fraction of
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functional responsibility. The fraction of responsibility
can in principle be estimated loosely as sequence frac-
tion of an approximately defined functional aggregate
of sequences.

Epigenetic functional effects thrive on sequence
aggregates. The term epigenetic will be used in a re-
stricted sense here, and designate heritable changes
in chromatin structure unaccompanied by any change
in nucleotide sequence (e.g., Hendrich & Willard,
1995; Patterton & Wolffe, 1996; Choo, 2000). ‘The
links between general epigenetic inheritance mechan-
isms and chromatin structure and function’ (Ferguson-
Smith & Surani, 2001) will thus be emphasized. In
fact, such epigenetic effects may or may not be func-
tional. The present paper deals with some of those that
are.

Epigenetic processes contribute to a ‘paradoxical’
excess of non-protein-coding over protein-coding se-
quences. One might distinguish between two forms
of the c-value paradox (Zuckerkandl, 1986). Form
I relates to minimum haploid genomes in different
classes of organisms. To each evolutionary grade will
correspond a ‘minimum paradox’ characterized by a
paradox coefficient pc. Pc can be measured as the ratio
of haploid genome size over total haploid number of
genes. Unfortunately, at present, the haploid number
of genes is known with any precision in only a small
selection of eukaryotes.

Beyond minimum values for pc, enormous further
increases in genome size and in pc recur repeatedly
during evolution while increases in numbers of genes
remain modest. For each evolutionary grade – in prac-
tice, perhaps, for each class of organisms – such
increases would come under the heading of c-value
paradox II. Polyploidy contributes to genome mass
without accentuating the ‘paradox’. It does indeed not
increase the ratio of haploid genome size over haploid
number of genes. Old polyploidies tend, eventually,
to evolve into new diploidies, in which cases, barring
haploid genome size contractions, it is probable that pc
values increase slightly because many genes are pre-
sumably turned into pseudogenes. During the process
of functional diploidization of polyploidy, the notion
of haploidy is blurred.

The minimum c-value paradox (paradox I) is
already a full-fledged paradox. The explaining of c-
value paradox II seems to be further advanced, thanks
to Cavalier-Smith and to Gregory. We shall deal in this
paper essentially with c-value paradox I. In accounting
for c-value paradox II, some of the functional para-
meters identified, namely, correlations between total

genome size and developmental, metabolic, and even
morphological parameters, seem to point in the appro-
priate directions. Further parameters may not have to
be invoked, though mechanisms and causal relation-
ships will have to be further investigated (Cavalier-
Smith, 1978, 1982; Cavalier-Smith & Beaton, 1999;
Gregory & Hebert, 1999; Gregory, 2001).

In evolution, ‘requirements’ (say, in regard to
length of the DNA fibre) arise only on the basis of
preestablished functional relationships. The same re-
quirements would not necessarily be part of a rational
and economical plan of a well-informed bioengineer
intent on building up a complex living system. To ac-
complish his task, some evolutionary time would be
among his indispensable tools. Because nature pro-
ceeds in a quirky fashion, she needs far more time
still than would the clever (and long-lived) engineer.
Indeed, she tries out everything as though she had no
idea of anything. In that she resembles a contempor-
ary computer more than the products of a brain. Upon
closer inspection, and contrary to first impressions,
the superior powers of nature appear to be brainless.
Nature’s patent absence of planning – having, in bio-
logy, to discover by trial and error even what become
her ‘methods’ – is given a particular relief at the mo-
lecular level. Consider, for example, the complexities
of ‘imprinting’ as revealed by Burns et al. (2001). It
would be hard to claim that they are all ‘necessary’
for making an organism function. It has been clear
since the seventies at the latest that no new function
ever appears in molecular evolution if not through
blind tinkering with available structural resources. Un-
der preexisting constraints, a random combinatorial
exploration of interactions among components of the
system creates new bases for natural selection. This
brainless inventiveness may be a prime reason why, in
its details, biology is as immensely complicated as it
is. In order for tinkering not always to precede selec-
tion, it would be necessary for some adaptive features
of gene regulation to be transmissible from one gen-
eration to the next. In that regard, certain mechanistic
possibilities of environmentally directed epigenetic or
combined genetic and epigenetic events will, in the
future, need to be explored.

One may now have another look at how functions
have come to relate to haploid genome sizes. These re-
lationships will be exemplified from Section 4 onward.
First, however, we shall discuss two general questions,
the relations between function and dispensability of
sequences as well as between function and substitution
rate.
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Dispensability of functional and parafunctional
sequences

It is commonly considered that if sequences are
found to be dispensable, they are therefore ‘junk’
(e.g., Kuska, 1998). In fact, one should guard
against confusing dispensability with nonfunctionality
(Zuckerkandl, 1991). Dispensable genes show that
dispensability and function can go hand in hand. Most
dispensable proteins probably have been dispensable
for a long time, yet been conserved. Dispensable pro-
teins such as human serum albumin (Wilson, Carlson
& White, 1977) show all the signs of a long past of
honing of their structure and of their sequence, as
behooves sophisticated members of the protein com-
munity. It is unthinkable that they be structured as they
are and that their structures have been conserved as
they were if they had not been the targets of natural
selection over their long career. They all contain ‘es-
sential’ evolutionarily conserved amino acid residues.
Their sequence variations are in all cases limited to
those compatible with a substantial conservation of
their tertiary structure (Berezovsky & Trifonov, 2001).
In complex organisms, it is unlikely that a signi-
ficant fraction of proteins have become dispensable
suddenly and recently. Besides, even the most dis-
pensable proteins apparently cannot be removed from
an organism without at least some residual depress-
ing effect on growth rate, as shown by Figure 1 of
Hirsh and Fraser (2001), subsequent to the analyses by
Thatcher, Shaw and Dickinson (1998) and Winzeler et
al. (1999). The growth-depressing effect may be small,
but large enough to account for continued selection
of the protein’s structure and function over the ages.
Alternatively, the effect may be large under recurring
environmental conditions differing from those used in
reported experiments.

It is true that statistically the most indispensable
proteins are the most invariant (Wilson, Carlson &
White, 1977; Kimura, 1983; Hirsh & Fraser, 2001).
This is perhaps because on average they interact with
the largest number of distinct other structures, some
of which moreover may be invariant in at least some
of their parts (e.g., DNA). Indeed, the evolutionary
rate of polypeptide sequences tends to decrease as
the number of specific protein/protein contacts (the
number of ‘interactors’) increase (Fraser & Hirsh, in
preparation) – the ‘Ingram effect’ (Zuckerkandl &
Pauling, 1965). The most highly dispensable proteins,
however, are a mixture in roughly equal parts of vari-
ant and invariant proteins (Hirsh & Fraser, 2001).

An important fraction of dispensable proteins thus is
rather invariant. Nature often resolutely opposes most
alterations in a protein and then lets it go altogether.
She often acts like an art lover hanging on to a treasure,
yet eventually selling it.

The loss of a functional gene may indeed be com-
patible, in some environments, with the ‘reproduc-
tive sufficiency’ of the species (Zuckerkandl, 1978),
namely, the survival of the species is not threatened
by the loss. It is all the more to be expected that,
under appropriate environmental conditions, repro-
ductive sufficiency will condone also the loss of
many noncoding functional DNA sequences. Func-
tional DNA sequences that code neither for protein
nor for RNA are often dispensable individually even
when they may be indispensable collectively. (Some
of the sequence repeats have also individually become
indispensable, through special, secondary functional
recruitement.) When lost, collectively indispensable
repetitive sequences are replaced by different appro-
priate sequences at the same scale of nucleotide plur-
ality. For example, at a high level of functional nucle-
otide plurality, a centromere is not lost without being
replaced by a neocentromere (Choo, 2000). Individual
parts of a mammalian centromere may be lost without
the function of the overall sector being compromised,
provided that the total sequence length of the over-
all sector remain above a certain threshold – about
1000 kb (Karpen, Le & Le, 1996). Such a threshold
is imprecise and can vary with conditions and with the
centromeric function considered. It is collectively that
the subsectors of a larger sequence sector provide the
substratum for the function(s) (Zuckerkandl, 1986).
Therefore, among continuous noncoding sequences
acting collectively, no sequences can be individually
considered as carriers of the function or be individu-
ally considered as nonfunctional.

In essence, individual functioning sequences are
sometimes dispensable when they are genes of the
kind that multiply by duplication, and are nearly
always dispensable as members of retroposition-
dependent gene families or as components of higher
levels of nucleotide plurality per function. The proper
inference to be drawn from acceptable sequence losses
regarding sequence function is that no such inference
must be drawn.

While collectively certain sequence subsectors are
functional, individually they may be termed parafunc-
tional. A parafunctional sequence is one that is not
functional by itself, but functions within a collectiv-
ity of parafunctional sequences. It must be considered
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as functioning as a member sequence, even if overall
the collectivity of parafunctional sequences is larger
than the minimum size required for the function, for
example, when a centromere is longer than needed. In
principle, no parafunctional sequence is either more or
less functional than any of its sister sequences.

When a noncoding sequence known to be an in-
sert is considered in itself, its functional status is
undetermined. It may be functional, parafunctional,
or nonfunctional. If treated as junk, parafunctional
sequences are entitled to file an antidiscrimination suit.

Functional density and neutral mutation rate

Functional density, a concept that might have more
potential than it has been credited with, was defined
as the proportion of sites of an informational mac-
romolecule that are engaged in a specific function
(Zuckerkandl, 1976, 1986). The counterpart to spe-
cific functions of amino acid residues or base pairs are
the general functions. Each of the general functions
can be represented by a single physical parameter.
More than one parameter relates to any residue or
base at a given site – for example, in proteins, charge
and hydrophobicity. In the case of general functions,
substitutions at any one molecular site can routinely
be compensated by substitutions at a certain number
of other, sometimes distant, sites. General functions
involve all sites within the macromolecular entity con-
sidered, including the specific-function sites. At sites
that fill general functions only, such as a charged site
at the surface of a globular protein, namely, when the
site is not involved in a specific intermolecular bond,
the range of tolerated substituents is relatively wide.
On the other hand, specific functions are connected to
particular subsets of sites occupied by certain bases or
amino acids, with few or no degrees of freedom.

In proteins, indirect effects exercized by amino
acid residues at general function sites on specific func-
tions will blur the distinction between general and
specific function sites. Thresholds may be set, how-
ever, for indirect effects of amino acid substitutions
on specific functions, above which a site would be
counted among the specific function sites.

Weighted functional density (Zuckerkandl, 1976)
is functional density weighted by the mean variability
of sites engaged in specific functions. Such weighting
is obviously important for establishing a predictable
correlation between functional density and evolution-
ary substitution rate.

In the case of DNA, a distinction between specific
and general functions (Zuckerkandl, 1986, Table 1)
may be complemented by specifying the order of mag-
nitude of the number of nucleotides involved in a
function. When functional density of DNA is low,
functionally meaningful nucleotides are spread more
thinly over greater sequence lengths and are not in-
dividually critical. The rate of accepted mutations
is expected to be high and to approach or to have
reached the neutral mutation rate. Many sequence
patterns, although functionally important, are highly
degenerate. One of the weakest such patterns is the
nucleosome DNA positioning pattern (Bolshoy et al.,
1997). Trifonov and associates have detected statist-
ically several further patterns (e.g., Herzel, Weiss &
Trifonov, 1999; Ioshikhes, Trifonov & Zhang, 1999).
Their maintenance may express a mixture of weak se-
lection, neutral drift, duplications of nucleotides and
of oligo- or polynucleotides, random historical con-
servation, and coincidence. Whichever process leads
to their presence, certain recurring nucleotides appear
to be functional and to partake in establishing a value
of functional density greater than zero.

Under particular circumstances – DNA strand sep-
aration and formation of specific structures in in-
dividual strands (Catasti et al., 1999) – functional
density measurements would need to include base–
base interactions in short repetitive polynucleotide
structures – reputed sequence ‘junk’ whose functional
density can in fact be high, as the work of Catasti et al.,
permits one to infer. Short tandem repeats are unlikely
to be individually selected. Selection might, rather, in-
tervene by condoning effects of sequence conversion
or through the ‘back leap’ phase of a ‘forward creep
– back leap’ mode of evolution of a whole zone of
repeats (Zuckerkandl, 1975).

In any series of DNA sequences of decreasing
functional density, the (locally applicable) neutral
mutation rate can be attained well before functional
density reaches zero (Figure 1). Indeed, at low func-
tional density, individual nucleotides or amino acids
are not expected to be endowed with selection coeffi-
cients high enough in absolute value to prevent them
under most realistic circumstances from behaving as
though they were neutral (Figure 2). Moreover, the
neutral mutation rate, along with the mutation rate
itself, is expected to vary for various reasons (rates
of DNA repair, effects of chromatin structure, etc.)
across different organisms as well as across a single
eukaryote genome. Thus, in all likelihood, the fact
that a region of DNA evolves at what is considered
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Figure 1. In DNA sequences of decreasing functional density (f.d.),
the neutral rate of sequence change is reached before f.d. drops
to zero. The abscissa aligns a series of independent sequences of
equal length whose f.d. decreases from 1.0 to 0. nr = neutral rate
of evolutionarily effective mutations, that is, of alleles represented
in a population with sufficient frequency so as to have a significant
mean chance of being included in species derived from the species
in which they occurred.

Figure 2. Average positive and negative selection coefficients s as
a function of the functional density (f.d.) of proteins or their cod-
ing polynucleotides. Before reaching 0, the selection coefficients
become small enough for neutral drift in general to determine the
rate of evolutionarily effective mutations (for this term, see le-
gend of Figure 1). The shape of the curve is undetermined – the
straight lines are arbitrary. The average s corresponding to max-
imal f.d. are represented as larger in absolute value for negative
than for positive coefficients, because ‘old’ proteins are expected
to present fewer amino acid substitutions endowed with high posi-
tive s than do the rare proteins that are in the process of perfecting
their structure/function relationships on a protein-wide scale (Hartl,
Dykhuizen & Dean, 1985; Zuckerkandl, 2001).

a neutral mutation rate tells us nothing about whether
that region fills a function or not. It only tells us that
the region does not fill a function as a gene. In terms
of rate of sequence change, low functional density and
nonfunctionality can be expected to give the same re-
sult: at low functional density, there can be no selec-
tion on a small sequence scale. To be sure, if the term
function applies, selection has to intervene at least
from time to time, on a larger or, in some cases, on
a very large sequence scale – very large when genome
size as such may be implicated.

The meaning of the inference regarding equal ef-
fects on substitution rate of low and zero functional

density deepens as one realizes that there is no good
reason to correlate functional density with the ‘im-
portance’ of a function, even though many biologists
tend intuitively to assume such a correlation. Func-
tions of great importance – such as the function of
centromeres – may be carried out by sequences of low
functional density. In fact, centromeres are the best
illustration of the contention that neutral rates of se-
quence change are reached before function disappears,
since ‘centromeric repeats comprise the most rap-
idly evolving DNA sequences in eukaryote genomes’
(Henikoff et al., 2001). Those who throw these se-
quences into the garbage are not just throwing away
DNA; they are throwing away most of the eukaryotes.

Let us first comment on sequences of high func-
tional density, which are also the sequences that in
DNA are selectable over the shortest sequence length.

Polynucleotide function on a nucleotide per
nucleotide scale

As soon as a correlation between function and indi-
vidual nucleotides does not obtain, investigators often
look askance at function as though on a homeless
drifter; on a genetic drifter, as it were. Correla-
tions between functions and individual nucleotides
are classically considered to be limited to the small
scale of coding sequences, their associated promoters
and enhancers, and a few other types of relatively
short sequences such as insulators (Jackson, 1997;
Sigrist & Pirrotta, 1997; Wolffe, 2000; Bell, West
& Felsenfeld, 2001). In addition, short non-protein-
coding conserved sequences permeate eukaryote gen-
omes. While part of these conserved sequences may
function in cis, others may function via transcripts
(see note added in proof ). The connection between
conservation and function seems much tighter than the
erroneously touted connection between nonconserva-
tion and nonfunction. In the neighborhood of genes,
20–30% of the noncoding sequences are conserved
in distantly related Drosophila species (Bergman &
Kreitman, 2001). An analysis covering the genomes
in a relatively comprehensive way has now shown that,
overall, roughly one third of the human and mouse in-
tergenic nonrepetitive sequences (of which about 19%
are transcribed though not translated) are composed
of constrained nucleotide strings of a mean length of
about 134 nucleotides (Shabalina et al., 2001). The
fraction of constrained nucleotides decreases as the
length of the intergenic regions increases.
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Nevertheless, the number of constrained nucle-
otides goes up as the nonrepetitive non-protein-coding
genome expands. Therefore, even in large genomes,
deletions in non-protein-coding sequences must be re-
latively small if they are not frequently to include
constrained nucleotides. At this point, if it were sen-
tient, the c-value paradox would begin feeling a little
uncomfortable. But its travails are not over.

There is, indeed, a quantitatively important class
of high-functional-density DNA sequences that were
left out in the analysis quoted, and are thought to
be genomic parasites having multiplied exclusively
for their own benefit, not for the organism’s. They
are the SINEs and LINEs (Schmid & Maraia, 1992;
Jurka, 1995; Smit et al., 1995; Schmid, 1996;
Furano, 2000), namely, middle-repetitive sequences
such as the shorter retropositionally dependent Alu
and the longer retropositionally independent L1 ‘non-
LTR’ retrotransposons (e.g., Eickbush, 1992). The
retrotransposition of SINEs depends on the ORF-2
gene of LINEs, which encodes a transposase that func-
tions for both the LINE from which it originated and
for SINEs (Boeke, 1997; Weiner, 2000).

SINEs carry conserved internal RNA polymerase
III promoters, though many SINEs are no longer or
have never been transcribable. Originally, it was easy
to deny to Alu sequences the exercize of any or-
ganismal function in trans (let alone in cis), because
their polymerase III transcripts had not been detected
in vivo (cf. Schmid & Shen, 1985). Also, the number
of SINEs in some genomes just seemed too large for
any functional rationalization. (Yet, one might remem-
ber how many spermatozoa are available to fertilize
sometimes a single egg. The excess does not render
spermatozoa nonfunctional.)

SINE and LINE genes differ from most other genes
by their capacity for selfpropagation (in the case of
SINEs, with the assistance of a helper LINE) and
for dispersal over the genome. For a long time this
difference served as a pretext for dismissing them as
genes except in an exclusively selfish sense. However,
many of the SINEs and LINEs that have lost the abil-
ity to be retrotransposed continue to be transcribed
as functional genes would. Indeed, in a functional-
ist vein, SINEs were considered to be ‘cheap genes’
(Zuckerkandl, Latter & Jurka, 1989) – genes that come
cheap from the point of view of selection. It appeared
subsequently that they did not come as cheap as had
been assumed: a number of nucleotides in Alu se-
quences are conserved during evolution (Britten, 1994,
1995).

The action of natural selection on a few retro-
transposable ‘source’ genes had already been inferred.
But after the work of Britten, natural selection ap-
peared to act on a very large number of Alu ele-
ments. An overwhelming majority of these elements
are not retrotransposable and therefore could have no
selfish reason for undergoing selection. Might muta-
tional or recombinational cold spots, rather than selec-
tion, be responsible for the conservation? These two
alternatives would require that by extraordinary
coincidence either ‘freezing’ process has led to the
conservation precisely of nucleotides known to be
functional transcriptionally. The conserved nucle-
otides, indeed, provide for both transcriptional re-
pressibility and competence. Regarding repressibility,
binding sites for a ‘strong’ nucleosome are apparently
conserved (Englander, Wolffe & Howard, 1993); and
as to transcriptional competence, so are sites of the
polymerase III promoter (Kariya et al., 1987; Britten,
1994). Mechanisms for transcriptional activation and
repression that are maintained by selection in non-
retrotransposable SINEs must have function(s) that are
other than selfish. There hardly seem to be practicable
routes of escape from selection at the service of the
organism.

Unquestionably, SINEs and LINEs do have an as-
pect of parasites (Doolittle & Sapienza, 1980; Orgel
& Crick, 1980), but their parasitism is ambiguous.
Unambiguous parasites are those, one might say, for
which horizontal transmission is a habit. There is
no evidence for horizontal transmission of SINEs
and LINEs between individuals or species (Malik,
Burke & Eickbush, 1999). Evolutionarily, the ret-
roviruses, which are clear-cut parasites, apparently
descended from molecules that were not clear-cut
parasites and that resembled LINEs: outright parasit-
ism very likely came second (Doolittle et al., 1989;
Xiong & Eickbush, 1990; Eickbush, 1992). Not only
retroviruses, also LTR retrotransposons are younger
than non-LTR retrotransposons and seem to be derived
from the latter (Malik & Eickbush, 2001). Unambigu-
ous parasitism does not seem to appear at the root
of the tree. No reason for surprise, if it is realized
that parasite-related entities and organismic function
do not exclude one another. They certainly are strange
bedfellows; but bedfellows they often are.

SINEs may well have simply exploited and mod-
ified an ancient predisposition of tRNA genes to dis-
perse over genomes as retrotransposons (cf. Maraia &
Sorrowa, 1995). Nor should such dispersion disqualify
SINEs from being treated as true genes.
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It is sometimes held that SINEs and LINEs occupy
in genomes as much space as they do simply because it
would be too difficult and too costly for the organism
to prevent the selfish and parasitic retrotransposons
from spreading. This argument appears suspect, in
view of the fact that, in somatic tissue, the vast
majority of transcriptionally competent Alu elements
can be and usually is masked from the polymerase
III transcriptional machinery (Russanova, Driscoll &
Howard, 1995). Then why does the organism endorse
their enhanced activity in the male – though not in
the female – germline (Miller, 2000)? Also, certain
organisms, such as filamentous fungi, have been able
to keep the number of their repetitive sequences at
very low levels through repeat-induced point mutation
(RIP) and methylation induced premeiotically (MIP)
(cf. Henikoff & Matzke, 1997) – devices that un-
der some form might have been adapted to other ge-
nomes. Presumably, multicellular eukaryotes refrain
from resorting to general and permanent suppress-
ing measures because such measures would lead to
throwing the baby out with the bathwater.

Evolution being recognized as the supreme oppor-
tunist, it is not disputed that retrotransposons, here
and there, play in gene regulation some secondar-
ily acquired roles in cis (Brini, Lee & Kinet, 1993;
Britten, 1996a, b, 1997)– roles of the genetic, not the
epigenetic kind. Published and unpublished work from
Carl Schmid’s laboratory now supports the presence
in SINEs and LINEs of pervasive and ancient pheno-
typic functions in trans.

LINEs are functional at the very least because they
ensure the genomic distribution of SINEs. To be sure,
this particular function of LINEs (unlikely to remain
the only one in trans) is predicated upon SINEs being
generally functional in the first place. One additional
role for LINEs has already been claimed, namely, in
cell proliferation (Kuo et al., 1998). Among recent
observations on LINEs, one may highlight the follow-
ing. L1 sequences or other LINEs are ubiquitous in
eukaryotes1 and are about as old as the eukaryotes.
Non-LTR elements are in general as old (Malik, Burke
& Eickbush, 1999). In multicellular eukaryotes in-
cluding plants (Schmidt, 1999), LINEs can be regu-
lated so as to be transcribed in certain cell types and
severely repressed in most tissues (Tchenio, Casella &

1In a group of South American rodents, functioning L1 sequences
seem to be extinct (Casavant et al., 2000). One might conjecture
that, in these rodents, the role of L1 has been taken over by other
LINEs; or that the long-term welfare of these species may be in
question.

Heidmann, 2000). In fact, ‘L1 expression is controlled
by a tightly regulated temporal and spatial program
of events during development’ (Trelogan & Martin,
1995). We thus have antiquity, ubiquity, and seem to
have regulation.

Massive numbers of LINE or LINE-related se-
quences are known to exercize functions in cis,
namely, structural functions with respect to chromatin
structure. A certain linear frequency of old LINE 1
(L1) sequences would appear to be causally linked to
the facultative heterochromatinization of the human
X chromosome (Bailey et al., 2000; Lyon, 2000). In
other organism, too, retrotransposons comparable to
LINEs collectively fill important functions in relation
to chromatin structure – namely, the HetA and TART
repeats in Drosophila telomeres (Pardue et al., 1997).

Though partly still circumstantial, a case for func-
tions in trans of SINEs has now become strengthened
by evidence from the laboratory of Carl Schmid.
Schmid and his associates (Chu et al., 1998; Kimura,
Choudary & Schmid, 1999) presented data in support
of the view that SINE RNAs serve a role in cell stress
response, a role that predates the divergence of insects
and mammals. SINEs are thus considered to repres-
ent a class of cell stress genes, and very old ones
at that. Under cellular insults (viral infection, heat
shock, etc.), the abundance of full-length Alu (flAlu)
RNA increases by as much as 50-fold. The over-
expressed flAlu RNA stimulates protein synthesis and
inhibits the activity of a general repressor of protein
synthesis, PKR, which is an eIF2 (translation initiation
factor 2) protein kinase (Chu et al., 1998). flAlu RNA
binds to PKR with high affinity (Chu et al., 1998;
Schmid, 1998). Regarding evolutionary origins, a ho-
mology relationship has been reported between PKR
and tRNA synthetases (see Schmid, 1998). There is
an apparent ‘very ancient association between a pri-
mordial PKR’s RNA-binding properties and the very
deepest evolutionary roots of SINEs within the tRNA
superfamily.’ Early during the evolution of multi-
cellular eukaryotes, tRNA-derived SINE transcripts
would have specialized as interacting partners of PKR,
and, along a certain line of mammalian descent, this
partnership would much later (before the common an-
cestor of rodents and primates, Jurka & Zuckerkandl,
1991; Quentin, 1994) have been taken over by Alu
sequence transcripts. To be able to play that role,
Alu sequences are not only sufficiently related in sec-
ondary and tertiary structure to tRNA-derived SINEs
thanks to their cloverleaf conformation (Okada, 1990;
Maraia & Sarrowa, 1995), the two types of SINEs
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are perhaps homologous contrary to current belief2. A
long evolutionary continuity of a particular regulatory
relationship would thus have been maintained.

This view, based on a considerable body of ex-
perimental work, is bolstered by observations on
the protist Tetrahymena in which heat shock induces
the rapid accumulation of a 7SL-related, polymerase
III-transcribed small RNA, an RNA reminiscent of
Alu sequences and required for the establishment of
thermal tolerance (see Chu et al., 1998).

The transcriptional activation of SINEs as a stress
response has also been observed in tRNA-derived
SINEs, be it in mice or in silkworm (Kimura,
Choudary & Schmid, 1999; Li et al., 1999; Kimura
et al. 2001). This observation fits in with the struc-
tural commonalities between tRNA-derived and 7SL-
derived SINEs. Moreover, ‘all known active plant
retrotransposons are largely quiescent during develop-
ment but activated by stresses, including wounding,
pathogenic attack, and cell culture’ (Wessler, 1996).

It is up to those who remain committed to the
selfish gene paradigm for SINEs and LINEs to explain
how a purely parasitic type of sequence can put on so
successful an act in counterfeiting a type of molecule
of general impact on translational control, a type of
molecule that, under different guises, has been on the
job for a remarkably long time.

Beside translational control, Alu sequences, un-
der stress conditions and in trans, may also exercize
transcriptional control, since PKR reportedly phos-
phorylates the transcriptional regulatory factor I-κB,
an inhibitor of members of the NF-κB/c-rel family.
These members are active in growth regulation, dif-

2It does not seem unlikely that the tRNA-like sequence in 7SL
RNA was in fact derived from a tRNA. Similarity in secondary and
(as presumed here) tertiary structure (Maraia & Sarrowa, 1995),
though not demonstrative, still represents a point in favor of homo-
logy. With the help of other structural and functional features of the
7SL RNA molecule, the tRNA moiety of 7SL may have been able
to alter its original sequence while conserving much of its struc-
ture. Subsequently, sequence readjustments (Okada, 1990; Quentin,
1994) would have been necessary in order for a primate Alu or a
rodent B1 sequence precursor to be weaned from the structural and
functional support conjectured to have been dispensed by partner
sequences within 7SL. For example, in 7SL RNA, relative to lys-
ine tRNA, the B-box of the polymerase III promoter was destroyed
through a large insertion (cf. Okada, 1990) and had to be reestab-
lished in the ancestor of the human Alu left monomer through a
reinsertion of the trinucleotide GAG (actually the tetranucleotide
GAGA) (Okada, 1990). The sojourn of the SINE precursor sequence
within 7SL RNA would have helped efface convincing evidence of
the extant sequence homology between tRNA and future Alu and
B1 elements.

ferentiation, and other fundamental processes (see
Clemens, 1996).

In addition, as will be discussed presently, it is to
be expected that Alu sequences routinely have inhibit-
ory effects in cis on ‘ordinary’ genes. Here again, the
structural analogy with tRNA-related SINEs is of po-
tential functional import: both types of SINEs appear
to promote methylation in neighboring genes (Hasse
& Schulz, 1994).

Overall, considering the available set of observa-
tions, however incomplete it be, we have once more, in
the case of SINEs, antiquity, ubiquity, and regulation –
in trans and in cis. On both counts, trans and cis, more
functional connections remain to be discovered. Some
such connections in cis will now be put in focus, be-
cause they concern the contribution of presumed junk
DNA to epigenetic control.

SINEs as a link between the genetic and epigenetic
regulation of genes

The introduction of epigenetic control systems
into the living world is extremely ancient, even though
the ‘sectorial’ mechanisms to be mentioned may be
limited to the eukaryotes. A number of genes in
Escherichia coli, however, are subject to epigenetic
controls, whose mechanisms include methylation
(in this case of adenosine rather than of cytosine)
(Henderson, Owen & Nataro, 1999).

Many Alu sequences are sites of epigenetic pro-
cesses. In somatic tissues and in oocytes, Alu DNA
is heavily methylated. The transcription of methylat-
ed Alu sequences is inhibited by a repressor (Liu
et al., 1994). On the other hand, certain Alu sub-
groups are almost completely unmethylated in sperm
(Liu et al., 1994; Schmid, 1996). ‘The demethyla-
tion of a major Alu subset in sperm almost certainly
derepresses their transcription following fertilization’
(Schmid, 1998), presumably establishing an allelic
difference in transcriptional behavior during embryo-
genesis, a difference characteristic of ‘imprinting.’
There would be little promise in trying to construe
imprinting as a feature of the selfish behavior of para-
sitic sequences. Imprinting is distinctively phenotypic
in its thrust. In general, the impact of imprinting
is on the functioning of organismal genes, particu-
larly during embryonic development. ‘Imprinting is
unlikely to arise unless there is some selective advant-
age to being imprinted’ (Spencer, Clark & Feldman,
1999).
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Beyond a probable source of imprinting, SINEs
are also a source of position effect variegation (PEV).
The underlying mechanism and its implications can be
described in several steps.

Repeat sequences in euchromatin can lead to
heterochromatinization

Tandem repeats in euchromatin – especially in invert-
ed configuration – lead to local heterochromatiniza-
tion. This has been demonstrated at least for fairly long
repeat units (about 10 kb) of which three to four in a
row suffice for forming a heterochromatin-like struc-
ture (Dorer & Henikoff, 1994, 1997; Henikoff, 1996).
It is well known that very short repeats as found in
satellite sequences, when numerous enough, can form
heterochromatin through interactions with particular
proteins (e.g., Zuckerkandl & Hennig, 1995; Eissen-
berg & Hilliker, 2000). For example, heterochromatin
protein 1 (HP1), present notably in constitutive hetero-
chromatin, also binds to repetitive retroposon arrays
(Fanti et al., 1998) – a telltale connection.

Heterochromatinization can lead to position
effect variegation

Constitutive heterochromatin induces position effect
variegation (PEV) in euchromatic genes brought
into contact with it by transposition (Lewis, 1950;
Spofford, 1976; Weiler & Wakimoto, 1995). This abil-
ity of constitutive heterochromatin can be extended
to tandem repeats located within regions defined as
euchromatin (Henikoff, 1996). In this version of PEV,
local ‘heterochromatinization’ can occur in the ab-
sence of any transposition. For example, 15–20 insert-
ed copies of a transgene caused cellular mosaicism in
the methylation and expression of hemizygous loci in
the mouse (McGowan et al., 1989). Robertson et al.
(1995) reported on a transgene construct whose ex-
pression is variegated when it is present in multiple
copies, and Wallrath (2000) found that variegating
transgenes in Drosophila were all located adjacent to
repeat elements. By further analyses of the expression
of transgenes in Drosophila, strong support has been
given to the view that middle repetitive sequences,
when grouped, can form a heterochromatic region
in the presence of appropriate factors, notably het-
erochromatin protein HP1, and lead to mosaic gene
expression (Seum et al., 2001). In the presence of ar-
rays of human Alu elements, the Alu-binding factor
YY1 is among the proteins whose local distribution
might intervene in determining the occurrence and in

modulating the stability of a heterochromatic struc-
ture (Humphrey, Englander & Howard, 1996); and
therefore in determining the occurrence and extent of
ensuing position effect variegation.

Sequence repeats in euchromatin pair with
constitutive heterochromatin through DNA looping

What triggers the relative stabilization of a heterochro-
matin-like structure in sequence repeats located well
within a heretofore purely euchromatic domain?
Thanks to DNA looping, repeat sequences in eu-
chromatin join up and pair with constitutive hetero-
chromatin, even at considerable distances (Dorer &
Henikoff, 1997). Thus, a process, heterochromatin-
ization, that had been abnormal in the case of trans-
position becomes potentially normal through looping.
Given the large number of multiple sequence repeats
present in mammalian genomes, repeats that often
are not far apart, ‘normal’ PEV can be considered as
potentially frequent.

Cis-acting SINEs offer an additional pathway for
transcriptional regulation

Within previously euchromatic sectors of DNA that
have since been the targets of neighboring insertions
of middle-repetitive sequences, repeat-induced PEV
might thus vary from slight to strong, in terms of the
percentage of cells in which the transcription at least
of the gene closest to the repeat area is repressed. This
process could amount to an ‘analog’ (or ‘rheostatic,’
Fiering, Whitelaw & Martin, 2000) method of tran-
scriptional regulation during development at the level
of the overall performance of a cell population or a
tissue. In the individual cell, on the other hand, PEV
inhibition or absence of inhibition of a gene appear
to be digital and binary (Spofford, 1976; McGowan
et al., 1989; Singh, 1994; Felsenfeld et al., 1996;
Ma et al., 1996; Henderson, Owen & Nataro, 1999;
Lloyd, Sinclair & Grigliatti, 1999; Rossi et al., 2000;
Sutherland et al., 2000).

The effectiveness of repeats in bringing about PEV
may be opposed by sequence elements that protect the
activity of a gene, such as enhancers (Walters et al.,
1996; Francastel et al., 1999), as well as by compet-
ing positive transcription factors when they are present
early enough in development (Ahmad & Henikoff,
2001). If PEV wins out, mature tissue is composed
of mosaic cell clones. The proportion of cells sport-
ing the gene in its repressed state will depend, among
other parameters, on suppressors and enhancers of
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variegation which may vary in amount with cell type,
developmental stage, and body location. The poten-
tial thus exists for epigenetic gene regulation to be
adjustable as a function of a cell population’s state
of differentiation and position in local gradients. The
imprinted and variegated H19 gene offers an illustra-
tion, along with the reciprocally imprinted Igf2 gene.
During development of the mouse, these genes are reg-
ulated through the intervention of different enhancers
in different cell types (Ainscough, Dandolo & Surani,
2000). This implies the use in different cell types of
different factors or assortments of factors.

A gene’s distance from stable heterochromatin af-
fects its degree of variegation (Dorer & Henikoff,
1997; Lloyd, Sinclair & Grigliatti, 1999). Therefore,
the amount of intervening ‘junk DNA’ has a regulat-
ory function reflected in the level of expression of a
gene in a tissue as a whole. Increases in genome size
through insertions might well lead to an attenuation of
PEV, namely, when the inserts occur between repeat
sequences and thus increase their mutual distances
– except perhaps if the inserts contain themselves a
similar repeat. This would be an example of a pos-
sible direct effect of changes in genome size on gene
regulation.

Hypothetically, a regulatory role in cis can thus
be attributed in a significant number of cases to
what is in the mind of many the most typical DNA
‘junk’, namely to old SINEs and LINEs that are no
longer transcriptionally active and to ‘dead-on-arrival’
truncated SINEs or LINEs, if they have conserved
sufficient sequence similarity among themselves. That
role would fade out progressively over evolutionary
time as the similarity and thus the ability of the re-
peat sequences to be heterochromatinized is gradually
effaced by accepted mutations – unless the cluster of
repeats is refreshed by new arrivals or their decay is
limited by selection.

Because of the great frequency in genomes of
repetitive sequences, there may be many more varie-
gating genes than has hitherto been recognized. It
would no longer be appropriate to write ‘PEV is a
result of aberration and is not part of a cell’s normal
physiology’ (Singh, 1994), and the seemingly strange
fact (Singh, 1994) that heterochromatin protein 1,
HP1, also binds to a number of euchromatic sites
(Fanti et al., 1998) would no longer be unexpected.

Thus, an additional avenue for the evolution of
gene regulation is provided through the introduction
or loss of repetitive sequences (loss by instantaneous
deletion or slow mutational drift). In this way, many

more sequences may well be involved in gene regula-
tion than are commonly thought to be, and repeats of
‘functionless’ sequences, in addition to being patho-
genically disruptive in a number of instances (see
Schmid, 1998), may indeed have functions of an
adaptive kind.

There is much evidence to show that the euka-
ryote genome is an epigenetic machine, besides being
a genetic one. One important argument in support of
the proposition that most DNA is junk has been the
presence in genomes of very large amounts of ‘mean-
ingless’ repetitive sequences. In fact, not only tandem
repeats of simple sequences as in heterochromatin or
(a matter not explored here) in mini- and microsatel-
lites, also dispersed middle-repetitive sequences can
support epigenetically controlled functions.

Functions of nucleotide pluralities of
the order of 100 kb

Some functions are linked to continuous sectors of
DNA on a scale much larger than that of average in-
dividual genes. Different functions can be correlat-
ed with nucleotide collectivities of different sizes.
The usual nucleotide scale involved in genes and in
their local (‘punctate’3 as contrasted with ‘sectorial’,
Zuckerkandl, 1997) transcriptional control is 1–10 kb,
with the majority of sequences non-protein-coding,
namely, primarily introns. At the next magnitude level
of 100 kb, single genes, split apart by very long in-
trons, may occasionally be encountered (Deutsch &
Long, 1999). Conserved noncoding sequences of sim-
ilar sizes are also found, as around the genes for the
mammalian T cell receptor loci (Koop & Hood, 1994;
Koop, 1995).

Certain cases of PEV involve nucleotide counts of
the same order, and so does imprinting (Ainscough
et al., 1998). The same nucleotide scale is relev-
ant to a level of gene control that I had addressed
in the mid seventees under the vocable of eurygenic
(‘wide’) control through mass binding of factors to
chromatin – later referred to as sectorial binding – as
distinct from stenogenic (‘narrow’), more local control
through punctate binding. Since then, gene sequestra-
tion through sectorial factor-binding has come to be

3Regulation can be called punctate even when the distance
between a promoter and an enhancer is of the order of 100 kb, be-
cause interacting promoters and enhancers still represent only one
‘point’ in chromatin space.
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considered an essential component of eukaryote de-
velopment (cf. Zuckerkandl, 1997, 1999; see also Ca-
plan & Ordahl’s, 1978, ‘irreversible repression’ dur-
ing development). Such sequestration may correlate
with a specific differential distribution of sectorially
repressed genes during interphase over different nuc-
lear compartments, according to developmental phase
and cell type (Csink & Henikoff, 1998a; Brown, 1999;
Marshall & Sedat, 1999). The use in gene regulation
of considerable lengths of non-protein-coding DNA is
in part understood, in part tentatively understood, and
raises additional questions.

Position effect variegation, imprinting, and cell
determination are aspects of a unitary epigenetic
process resulting in gene sequestration

The most notorious example of gene sequestration
during development as a function of body region and
time is presented by the ‘superrepressible’ (sectori-
ally repressible) Hox genes (Lewis, 1978; McGinnis
et al., 1984; Scott & Weiner, 1984; Gaunt & Singh,
1990; Duboule, 1992). Sectorial repression occurs
through interactions of chromatin with a set of sec-
torially binding factors, the polycomb group (Pc-G)
factors. (The name designates Drosophila factors, but
there are homologs throughout the eukaryotes). The
same sector of chromatin binds another set of factors,
the trithorax-group (trx-G) factors, thanks to which,
in different body locations, different subsectors of the
overall superrepressible sector remain, on the contrary,
poised for activation. While sectorial repressibility
is found in gene clusters, it may well also apply to
isolated regulatory genes. Note that the molecular
mechanism of sectorial repression in terminal differ-
entiation genes (e.g., the β-globin genes) differs from
the mechanism in key developmental genes (Li, Liu &
Liang, 2001).

Superrepression may be considered the corner
stone of cell determination (Zuckerkandl, 1999),
which consists in laying down in chromatin the high-
order structural foundation for cell types. Cell deter-
mination is the framework for differentiation. During
differentiation, particular programs of gene action are
activated in preference over others. Determination ap-
pears as a double-facetted process, with a genetic and
an epigenetic side. Neither of these facets could be
present without the other; nor, so it would seem, could
the epigenetic side of cell determination exist without
the dynamic structural provisions that lead to PEV.

There is a strong reason why PEV is a gen-
eral biological ‘institution’ in eukaryotes: one and
the same developmental gene, if superrepressible, is
either sectorially repressed or sectorially poised for ac-
tivation. Repressing and repression-preventing factor
complexes preempt each other’s effectiveness at cer-
tain moments of development, in accordance with
Felsenfeld’s (1992) ‘preemptive competition’ model.
In general, and within factor concentration limits
(Zink & Paro, 1995), who gets there first at the right
time takes possession of the chromatin sector, not only
in one particular cell, but in this cell’s progeny (e.g.,
Poux, McCabe & Pirrotta, 2001). Variegation is thus
an integral part of gene sequestration.

Imprinting, in turn, is essentially the expression
of differential sectorial repression of a given gene in
the male and female germ lines, with one of the germ
lines sequestering the gene through sectorial repres-
sion, while the other germ line makes it available to
punctate regulatory factors, so that the diploid cell re-
sulting from fertilization is functionally haploid for the
gene. Sapienza (1995) already pointed to an intimate
relation between imprinting, heterochromatinization
(a process connected with sectorial repression), and
PEV.

Expression can be complementary to repression.
Spatiotemporally bounded conditions for sectorial re-
pression shared by neighboring genes might occasion
corresponding similarities in the genes’ activity
patterns.

Gene sequestration and introns

In sectorial repression, coding sequences and their
promoters are not expected to be able to sequester
themselves. They need noncoding sequences to do
the job (e.g., Zuckerkandl, 1974, 1999; Orlando &
Paro, 1993; Pirrotta, 1997). Introns and flanking se-
quences could participate effectively in compensating
for a presumably mediocre ability of exons to form
stable higher-order structures on their own. This rela-
tive lack of structural competence on the part of coding
sequences would be attributable to their commitment
to other priorities. Therefore, the proposal was made
that a general function of introns consists in their po-
tential to help stabilize those local high-order struc-
tures of chromatin in which genes, at times, have
to be sequestered (Zuckerkandl, 1981; Beckman,
Brendel & Trifonov, 1986; Beckman & Trifonov,
1991).
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Consequently, in the course of evolution toward
more complex organisms in which cell-type-specific
‘superrepression’ plays an increasing role, one would
anticipate introns to be inserted much more frequently
than removed. This is the case (Cho & Doolittle, 1997;
Rzhetsky et al., 1997; also Stoltzfus et al., 1994).
Actually, in this context, an epidemic of intron in-
sertions is not expected to have broken out before
high-order chromatin structures were used for stable
transcriptional repression.

The oldest introns nevertheless probably originated
in another circumstance, the formation of complex
proteins by the fusion of smaller protein modules
(de Souza et al., 1998). The controversy around the
introns-early/introns-late theories has still not been put
completely to rest (Wolf et al., 2000). Yet, it is gener-
ally accepted that a large fraction of introns have been
secondarily inserted into genes.

A stabilizing and sequestering role of introns
would predict that the larger the sum of a gene’s ex-
ons, the larger will be on average the summed size
of the introns. On the other hand, small genes would
in general have no introns. On the basis of a lim-
ited (and in part redundant) set of data, indications
in favor of both points have been obtained (Naora &
Deacon, 1982a). As likewise expected, the length of
intergenic sequences in gene clusters also seems to in-
crease as the coding sequences become longer (Naora
& Deacon, 1982b). For a total coding sequence length
of about 0.6 kbp, a gene was (tentatively) calculated
to come with a territory of a 24-fold larger amount of
noncoding sequences.

Likewise, a foreseeable correlation between the
size of introns and the size of either preceding or fol-
lowing exons has been found to be significant, though
weak (Smith, 1988). Total intervening DNA sizes per
gene and mRNA sizes are also positively correlat-
ed (Smith, 1988). Extreme exon sizes seem to be
eliminated by purifying selection.

In harmony with a structure function of introns,
Beckman and Trifonov (1991) found that the dis-
tances among the beginnings of introns and those
among the ends of introns are such as to ensure a
correspondence with the length of nucleosomal re-
peats. Genes deprived of introns might no longer be
able to form well-ordered nucleosomal arrays (Liu
et al., 1995) – a circumstance that would interfere
with heterochromatoid structures in superrepressed
genes.

Denisov, Shpigelman, & Trifonov (1997) observed
a tendency for the strongest nucleosomes to form

most often in the introns, and Levitzky et al. (2001a)
showed that introns exhibit higher ‘nucleosome forma-
tion potentials’ than exons: efficient nucleosome posi-
tioning sites occur preferentially in introns. A fraction
of exons has an even lower nucleosome-binding ca-
pacity than random sequences do, an observation that
might have been predicted. These findings again sup-
port the conjectured chromatin-organizing role of in-
trons and the, on average, definitely diminished ability
in this respect of exons.

‘Open’ housekeeping genes characterized by CpG
islands in GC-rich isochores would not be expected to
use introns to the same extent for ensuring the stability
and regularity of a higher-order chromatin structure.
It has in fact been found in warm-blooded vertebrates
that genes in the most GC-rich isochores, known (cf.
Bernardi, 1995) to be housekeeping-gene-rich, contain
on average the shortest sums per gene of intervening
sequences (by a factor of 3) as well as the shortest
intergenic sequences (Duret, Mouchiroud & Gautier,
1995). Equally significantly, the nucleosome forma-
tion potential of promoters differs markedly according
to whether the genes are ‘housekeeping’, ‘widely ex-
pressed’, or tissue-specific (Levitzky et al., 2001b).
The nucleosome formation potential of promoters is
by far the highest in tissue-specific genes, many of
which must be sectorially repressible (Zuckerkandl,
1999) as are many developmental regulatory genes,
and should indeed have the strongest requirement for
introns. The potential in question is the smallest in
housekeeping genes, whose promoters actually are
found to exclude nucleosomes to a far greater extent
than random sequences do. It will be of interest to see
whether the average intron number and size per gene
is decreased in housekeeping and ‘widely expressed’
genes as expected.

In summary, as coding sequences structure their
residence in chromatin, they not only fragment into
exons and introns for an apparent ‘reason’; for the
same reason, they moreover seem on average to re-
quire more linear space on the noncoding flanks of the
coding regions. These are roles for ‘junk DNA’ that,
for a large part, are yet to be explored. The contribu-
tion of introns to the stability of high-order chromatin
structures probably represents only one of the deter-
minants of intron and exon size and distribution. For
example, intron size varies in step with genome-wide
insertion and deletion equilibria (Moriyama, Petrov &
Hartl, 1998). Intron sizes are thus changed mutation-
ally before there can be any question regarding roles
that such size changes may play.
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Even nonalignable sequences may share similar
structural and functional properties

How about conserved and nonconserved nucleotide
runs in sectorially repressed genes? In Drosophila, the
engrailed (en) gene, like the Hox genes, is superre-
pressible and is the target of Pc-G and trx-G factors.
In the en locus, 30% of the noncoding sequences
are conserved between Drosophila melanogaster
and Drosophila virilis whose common ancestor dates
back to 60 million years ago (Kassis, Wong &
O’Farrell, 1985; Kassis et al., 1989). The conserved
sequences consist in short runs of up to, say, 40 bp
and sometimes more. Seventy percent of the locus is
variable.

PREs, namely, polycomb group protein-responsive
elements (e.g., Orlando & Paro, 1993; Paro & Harte,
1996), provide nucleation centers for the high-order
structure characteristic of the repressed state of Pc-
G-controlled superrepressible genes. The factor com-
plexes formed around and between the PREs are made
of multiple components, several of which apparently
participate in a large proportion of PREs. PREs may
not be linearly homologous among themselves, but
present a modular composition of sequence motifs
(Pirrotta, 1997; Horard et al., 2000). Some of the
motifs may be present in nearly all PREs (Strutt &
Paro, 1997; Mihaly, Mishra & Karch, 1998). PREs
induce position effect variegation (Chan, Rastelli &
Pirottta, 1994; Zink & Paro, 1995; Pirrotta, 1997;
Horard et al., 2000), probably because the choice
between either forming or not forming the sectorially
repressive structure frequently depends on moderate
changes in factor availability and state, conditions that
may fluctuate from cell to cell.

Once the anchoring of a Pc-G complex has been
accomplished through a member of the complex –
namely, Polycomb protein in experiments of Müller
(1995) – other members of the complex will accrete
to that member. When, subsequently, the anchoring
molecule is removed, the complex not only remains
in place, but is stable over many cell generations,
provided that the flanking sequences contain a PRE
(Müller, 1995). PREs are, however, necessary only
for maintenance throughout development and for her-
itable transmission of the repressive factor complexes
(Kassis, Wong & O’Farrell, 1989), not for their forma-
tion and their sequestering action. The formation of
the repressive structure would seem compatible with
a variable noncoding sequence neighborhood, as long
as a ‘seed’ Pc-G factor is tethered to the DNA (Müller,

1995). The anchoring to DNA is required as a local
structural trigger.

It is doubtful that an alignment of Pc-G-controlled
noncoding sequences from the same species would
display homology overall. Yet, not only the conserved,
but also the variable sequences, which are in the
majority, seem to collaborate in the same structural
and functional effect of superrepression. Similar res-
ults obtained with dissimilar sequences could be ex-
plained by cooperative effects of factors that, among
themselves, contain the largest part of the information
required for forming the structure. The greater part
of structural specificity of multimeric protein/DNA
complexes would reside in the proteins.

In the case of nucleotide pluralities per functional
sequence of the order of 100 kb, the contribution
of relatively high-functional density DNA sequences
(PREs etc.) is still conspicuous. Yet, as will be sug-
gested, at even higher levels of nucleotide plurality per
function one can observe again the primacy of mutu-
ally interacting protein factors over DNA sequence in
determining chromatin structure. At these levels, the
contributions of short, higher-functional-density DNA
sequences will be less prominent. Apparently, the
phenomenon of a shift of specificity from compound-
ed (DNA sequence specificity plus factor sequence
specificity) to a regimen of decidedly predominant
specificity of factor sequences becomes more con-
spicuous with rising levels of nucleotide plurality per
function.

The binding of common groups of factors
over chromatin sectors lacking extensive sequence
similarity may be widespread in genomes of multi-
cellular organisms. It looks as though structural and
functional similarity were inducible at times when se-
quence similarity is lacking. Implicit in this view is
that nonalignable sequences may share similar struc-
tural and functional properties.

Conserved segments of noncoding sequences cer-
tainly can fill cis-regulatory roles. However, these
segments are likely to relate only to punctate gene
regulation or to levels of sectorial functional regu-
lation at which the contribution of high-functional
density sequence motifs is still marked. Punctate
gene regulation goes hand in hand with conservation
of non-protein-coding sequences. Sectorial regula-
tion, which provides an additional and more
nucleotide-consuming aspect of gene regulation or
regulation of other types of function is not depen-
dent upon sequence conservation to a comparable
extent.
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In sectorial gene regulation, as well as in functions
using even higher orders of nucleotide pluralities, non-
alignable noncoding sequences can be cis-regulatory
(or, in a more general sense, cis-functioning), just as
alignable sequences are. This is why it is so difficult
to interpret in functional terms findings such as those
of Shabalina and Kondrachov (1999). The authors
compared sequences of two species of the flatworm
Caenorhabditis believed to be distant enough for most
sequence similarity to have been lost in unconstrained
sequences. Among introns and intergenic sequences,
the authors observed a mixture of rather strongly
and moderately constrained sequences. They record-
ed 17–18% on average of constrained nucleotides in
intergenic sequences and in introns, and believe the
remainder of the sequences to be ‘truly functionless.’
This judgment is standard and seems too facile. It is
based in particular on the occurrence of many accept-
ed insertions and deletions. However, insertions and
deletions may not be disruptive of functions linked
to higher order pluralities of nucleotides. In some
cases, on the contrary, indels, as we shall discuss,
may contribute to getting a longer sequence ‘elect-
ed’ for a function that it had not previously carried
out.

Is distance between enhancers and promoters a
functional character?

As one considers sectors of DNA in which nucleotide
sequence becomes increasingly unimportant, the last
function left could be distance. The function of dis-
tance in genomes requires further investigation. Some
of the genomic distances involving the 10–100 kb
areas of function may be considered briefly.

An important aspect of the complexity of gene
regulation and gene interaction in higher organisms
is provided by the existence of multiple enhancers
per gene. The spread and multiplication of enhancers
over relatively considerable distances from their cog-
nate coding sequences may be commonplace at least
in mammals. For the imprinted genes Igf2 and H19,
which are 70 kb apart, two enhancers were known
downstream of H19. A search for more enhancers
came up with a total of 10 over 40 kb (Ishihara et al.,
2000). There may be more (Ainscough et al., 2000).
In the case of the Bmp5 gene (for bone morphogenetic
protein 5), enhancers were found to be located up to
270 kb downstream of a gene whose expression they
partly control (DiLeone et al., 2000). Function may
be compatible with considerable variation in these dis-

tances. On the other hand, the distances might not be
indifferent from a regulatory point of view (Casares
et al., 1997).

At the low end of these distances, the successive
action of enhancers in the transcriptional regulation of
a gene no doubt necessitates a minimum tether lengths
between them, such that the DNA can fold back upon
itself without particular constraints. Larger distances
may be adjusted so as to modulate the chances of
different enhancers to encounter their cognate pro-
moter – a model inspired by Grosveld’s model for the
transcriptional regulation of the human β-globin gene
complex (Fraser & Grosveld, 1998; Gribnau et al.,
1998; Trimborn et al., 1999); inspired also by the
analysis of heterochromatinization of euchromatic se-
quence repeats as a function in part of the distance
between the repeats and constitutive heterochromatin.
The latter relationship is illustrated with particular re-
lief by a dominant mutation of the Drosophila brown
gene (bwD) (Csink & Henikoff, 1996; Dernburg et al.,
1996; Csink & Henikoff, 1998a; Marshall & Sedat,
1999).

The looping models had been preceded – but now
are also followed – by models of structural propaga-
tion of a certain type of regular high-order chromatin
structure. These models come in three versions: the
procession of macromolecules along the DNA, the di-
rectional accretion of certain factors present in the
nuclear sap (a kind of linear crystallization), and
switches in the intermolecular interaction pattern, in
a domino effect, of factors already bound (Zuck-
erkandl, 1974; Stubblefield, 1986; Zuckerkandl, 1990;
Renauld et al., 1993; Zuckerkandl & Hennig, 1995;
Hecht, Strahl-Bolsinger & Grunstein, 1996; Morcillo
et al., 1997; Bulger & Groudine, 1999; Kelley & Kur-
oda, 2000). The second and third alternatives for the
process might apply jointly.

Whichever mode of interaction pertains, the dis-
tances between enhancers and promoters might come
into play in regard to the developmental time it takes
to obtain the regulatory effects, but not in regard to
the structural stability of the resulting local complexes.
It is possible that such a time factor is of observable
magnitude, in which case greater average distances
between enhancers and promoters would result in a
slowing of development and vice-versa – a matter to
be investigated. If such a relationship obtained, then,
potentially, the observed correlation between slow-
downs of development and increases in genome size
(Cavalier-Smith, 1978) could in part be caused, not
by genome size as such, but by the mean distances
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between enhancers and promoters. The suggestion is
supported by the observation that ‘there is a negative
correlation between the developmental rate and ge-
nome size even when nuclear and cytoplasmic
volumes are controlled for, indicating that develop-
mental rate is related to genome size, not just to
nuclear volume’ (Gregory, 2001).

Tether DNA may play a number of important roles
in eukaryotes. Again, the ‘junk’ would have develop-
mental implications and could thus become selectable,
not much, in this respect, as a sequence, but as a dis-
tance – or become functional without being selected.
Insertions into sequences used as tethers may usually
be fixed by genetic drift, but under some circum-
stances their cumulative effect probably is selected for
or against (cf. Knight & Ackerly, in press).

Functions of nucleotide pluralities of
the order of 1000 kb

It was mentioned that similar factors, by binding
to different sequences, may recruit these sequences
for similar functions. At a polynucleotide scale one
order of magnitude higher than the one previously
considered, namely, 1000 kb, another illustration of
this observation is furnished by sequences capable of
forming centromeres. Factor specificity, here, is com-
patible with low functional density of DNA. Long
sequences of low functional density and equivalent
function can be so different that sequence align-
ments often will not detect homology above the
significance level. Thus, centromeric DNA sequences
bear little or no similarity across species (Karpen &
Allshire, 1997). Miklos (1985), in his classical art-
icle on ‘localized highly repetitive DNA,’ guided by
the ‘overwhelming variation at all levels,’ could not
escape from formulating invalid general inferences
regarding functions.

Centromere formation is not necessarily indu-
cible in vitro from naked DNA when it is inducible
from DNA that is already in the form of chromatin
(Willard, 2001). There are sequences, however, that
are particularly fit for centromere formation, notably,
in humans, α-satellite. In the presence of α-satellite
and of the required factors, centromere formation can
be induced even from naked DNA. Yet, under cellular
conditions, these particularly favorable sequences are
neither necessary nor sufficient for centromere forma-
tion (Karpen & Allshire, 1997; Murphy & Karpen,
1998; Maggert & Karpen, 2000).

It is important in this regard to consider the forma-
tion of neocentromeres. They can be induced in se-
quences that do not share with most centromeres
typical sequence features such as the presence of
satellite DNA, nor contain any other obvious diag-
nostic sequence features (see Willard, 2001). A non-
centromeric chromatin region can be turned into a
neocentromere without any sequence change having
occurred (Barry et al., 2000). Some general sequence
conditions for this propensity have been demonstrated,
in particular, the presence of flanking heterochromatin
both 5′ and 3′ (Henikoff, Ahmad & Malik, 2001)
and other traits of long-range organization (Gindullis
et al., 2001). Except for such constraints, expressed in
some general, probably periodic (Zinkowski, Meyne
& Brinkley, 1991) features of DNA, most of the pre-
requisites for the formation of the DNA-associated
complexes are presumably contained in the structures
of a set of proteins – among which nucleosomal his-
tone H3-like proteins are prominent (Choo, 2000;
Henikoff et al., 2000). It seems that one condition for
a sequence to have the potential to form a centromere
is the presence of a repeat structure such that the
free energy of formation of single-stranded ordered
DNA structures is favorable relative to that of the
Watson–Crick duplex (Catasti et al., 1999). The high-
order structure of the centromere presumably forms
cooperatively, and once formed, is stable and herit-
able (Maggert & Karpen, 2000). The protein factors
are better conserved across species than the DNA
sequence (Dobie et al., 1999).

DuPraw (see Csink & Henikoff, 1998b) and Csink
and Henikoff (1998b) proposed that centromeres are
formed at the site of the last region of a chromosome
to replicate, by virtue of this region being the last. In
this model, as in the model suggested here, centromere
formation depends more strongly on protein factors
than on DNA sequence.

Before a centromere is established over a par-
ticular array of sequences, its functional density, as
centromere, is zero. Subsequent to neocentromere
formation, the functional density of the DNA involved
has the value conferred upon it by the number of
contacts per sequence length that the factors establish
with distinct nucleotides. Thus, at a certain level of
nucleotide plurality, functional density of a segment
of DNA need not be to any large extent an intrinsic
property of the DNA sequence, but can principally be
defined by sets of protein factors capable of interacting
with sectors of DNA that had not been suspected to
have the corresponding structural wherewithal. Touch
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the junk with the right mix of factors and you get func-
tion, just as, in the desert, Moses got water to flow out
of a rock by hitting it with a stick.

Thus, at the 1000 kb level, in higher organisms,
neocentromeres furnish the prototype of a process
that amounts to a transposition of functions without
transposition of sequences. It takes a large amount of
noncoding sequences to offer such opportunities.

Functions of nucleotide pluralities of an order of
more than 1000 kb

Yet higher functional units of nucleotide counts,
higher than the order of 1000 kb, will be considered
very briefly. They seem to exist as functional units in
relation to both effective mechanics of chromosome
behavior (e.g., Csink & Henikoff, 1998a) and to gene
regulation in larger groups of genes (e.g., Patterton &
Wolffe, 1996). The regional chromosomal positions of
genes may correlate with the specific dynamic beha-
vior of parts of chromosomes relative to the nuclear
lamina, to the nuclear matrix, to cell polarity, and
to other characters of nuclear fine structure, many of
which may have changing relations with parts of chro-
mosomes as a function of development and of the cell
cycle phase (Dernburg et al., 1996; Csink & Henikoff,
1998a; Brown, 1999; Marshall & Sedat, 1999).

Of direct relevance here are the existence of differ-
ent nuclear compartments, namely, the chromosomal
territories and interchromatin compartment (Schul, de
Jong & Driel, 1998; Cremer & Cremer, 2001), and
the fact that transcription and other processes occur
in specialized and localized multiple ‘factories,’ in
each of which a particular type of RNA polymerase
is bound to the nuclear matrix (Jackson, 1997). Even
as they remain aligned in an established order along
the chromosome, genes no doubt often need to be able
to switch individually or in small groups from one
nuclear compartment to another. Therefore, tethers or
‘leashes’ between genes and groups of genes, again,
are probably used to provide a requisite independence
of movement. An illustration of such independence
is furnished by the pairing of euchromatic repeat
sequences with heterochromatin (Henikoff, 1996),
a process whose effects have been considered here
as having been turned by evolution into regulatory
functions. Motions independent from those of whole
chromosomes or chromosome arms would frequently
seem indispensable when topographical changes in
intergenic relations are to be enacted, and when as-

sociations of specific chromosomal regions with the
nuclear periphery or the nuclear interior are to be
switched. For functional processes involving motion
a fair amount of ‘junk DNA’ may be consumed.

Obviously, a sequence, short or long, can function
as a tether in one respect and, at the same time, within
the tether’s boundaries, fill functional roles in other
respects. Regarding the human β-globin locus, for
example, it seems that a localisation away from centro-
meric heterochromatin is required to achieve general
hyperacetylation of histones H3 and H4 and thus an
open chromatin structure of the locus (Schübeler et al.,
2000). Here, the whole length of DNA between the
closest block of heterochromatin and the globin gene
complex plays the role of a tether, though many other
genes probably populate this tether – this time a tether
in charge of keeping a gene complex at arms’ length
relative to a repressing zone of the genome. Effects
of this kind require genomes of sizes far beyond
the sum of their coding sequences. The very exist-
ence if heterochromatin – which is functional (e.g.,
Zuckerkandl & Hennig, 1995) – contributes far bey-
ond its own boundaries to generating a c-value para-
dox in the haploid genome.

Although chromosomal regions of increased and
characteristic GC content (isochores) might often not
exceed the magnitude of 1000 kb nucleotide plurality
(Bernardi, 1989), there are larger-scale subdivisions
in genomes whose built-in features (Bernardi, 1989,
1995; Holmquist, 1989, 1992) almost guarantee func-
tional significance, at the very least through affecting
the evolution of function. Holmquist (1992, 1994)
presented a compelling picture of self-organization
and self-directed evolution of genome compartments
on a 10,000 kb scale, namely, on the scale of meta-
phase bands.

It may be that corresponding large-scale subdivi-
sions are expressed in sperm through the distribution
of sequences (Schmid, 1998) over the nucleoprot-
amine and the nucleohistone compartments. T-bands
in human metaphase chromosomes, which are par-
ticularly GC-rich and SINE-rich, represent 15% of
all bands and contain 65% of the genes (Holmquist,
1992). So does the SINE-rich nucleohistone frac-
tion of sperm DNA represent 15% of the genome
(Gatewood et al., 1987, 1990). The coincidence of
these figures raises the question whether they might
generally relate to the same fractions of DNA.

Not addressed here is an epigenetic effect ex-
tending over vast regions of chromatin, namely,
dosage compensation. Hennig (1999) and Kelley and
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Kuroda (2000) propose chromatin-associated nucleo-
protein complexes as the source of dosage compensa-
tion in X-chromosomes.

At the top of the hierarchy of sizes of functional
DNA units, namely, in regard to a function of the
genome mass as a whole, the functional density of all
sequences is zero. Sequence is no longer involved in
the DNA’s effect, only amount is (Cavalier-Smith &
Beaton, 1999). In the widest sense, whether ‘person-
ally’ functional, parafunctional, or persistently non-
functional, every DNA sequence could of course be
regarded as minutely functional if it participated in
functional effects of genome size.

Genome size has been found to correlate with
nuclear size, cell size, cell numbers, rate of cell
division, rate of development, metabolic rate, and de-
velopmental end points, including neural complexity
(Cavalier-Smith, 1982; Roth, Blanke & Wake, 1994;
Roth, Nishikawa & Wake, 1997; Gregory & Hebert,
1999; Gregory, 2001; see Box 1, Petrov, 2001). Ex-
treme environmental conditions correlate with smaller
genome sizes (Knight & Ackerly, 2002). Weeds offer
a telling example of the correlation between small c-
value and small nuclear DNA content on the one hand
and rapid development on the other (Bennett, Leitch &
Hanson, 1998). Whichever way causal relationships
go – they might well be circular to a significant ex-
tent – the correlations have been shown to have wide
functional implications. That implications and con-
sequences of this kind would routinely escape natural
selection would seem unnatural. The possible regulat-
ory effect of varying inter- and intragenic distances
needs, however, to be assessed before the additional
contributions of total genomic mass as such can be
definitively evaluated.

Selection and election

As has already been emphasized, there seems to be a
general lesson to be learned from the centromere and,
more generally, from heterochromatin, one probably
to be applied to large parts of the genomes of higher
organisms: for high-nucleotide-plurality functions, se-
lection plays primarily on the factors (proteins and
surely also a large number of RNAs). Beyond selec-
tion comes election: the factors can elect a preexisting
DNA sequence to use as their nest.

Clearly, the factors cannot have evolved collect-
ively in preparation for being able to take advantage
of new nesting opportunities. But their proclivity to
build up their complexes primarily through mutual

interaction left a great many degrees of freedom to
the sequence of their DNA partner. Hence, the ‘over-
whelming’ variation in noncoding sequences compat-
ible with genomic functions. Hence, also, the irritation
if not scorn manifested by many at the mere suggestion
that such sequences may ‘make sense.’ In reality, when
it comes to reading sequences, we are still mostly illit-
erate. The factors aren’t. And their avocation is mostly
to read each other.

At certain levels of nucleotide plurality, many
noncoding sequences are then probably not outright
meaningless, but are only conditionally meaningful
(functional). These conditionally meaningful – and
thus also conditionally meaningless – long sequences
– meaningful or meaningless at the particular level
of nucleotide plurality under consideration – can con-
tain a number of components that are meaningful at
lower scales of sequence lengths; alternatively, they
can themselves represent components of yet longer
sequences that are meaningful at an even more in-
clusive scale. The genome is thus a mosaic of the
functional and the nonfunctional at different levels of
nucleotide plurality, with the nonfunctional neighbor-
ing the functional at any given level, and with sums
of the functional and nonfunctional sequences being
functional again in a different way at a higher level of
nucleotide plurality.

As widely known, trash can be elected to office. In
genomes, the process has, implicitly, been deemed ap-
plicable only to components of punctate gene regula-
tion. Election to sectorial functions is likely, however,
to represent a further important feature of eukaryote
evolution.

If one minute of philosophy were (again) permit-
ted, this minute should be used here to remember
certain statements, made in February 2001, when the
success of the Human Genome Project was being cel-
ebrated. At that occasion, several scientists proclaimed
that the genome sequence represented ‘the script of
life.’ If the aim is indeed to be able to ‘read’ living
systems, knowing the correct alignment of nucleotides
is certainly a condition. Yet, by itself this alignment of
nucleotides cannot provide even a partial reading, only
the shadow of a partial reading. It cannot document the
unfolding of interactions among proteins and among
proteins and polynucleotides nor account for the co-
ordination in space and time of events whereby such
interactions are brought about, distributed, shut down,
and modified. Investigating these relationships would
bring us closer to discovering a script of life if they
represented a script. But we don’t call script a multi-
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dimensional interaction pattern that unwinds in time
and space. The nucleotide sequence is but an orga-
nized collection of fragments of this system. Within
the nucleotide sequence itself, the genetic code is only
one of the codes, as Trifonov (1989, 1996) realized.
Beside the triplet code, there is, for example, a ‘tran-
scription code,’ a gene splicing code, a translation
pausing code, a ‘DNA structure code,’ a ‘chromatin
code,’ a ‘translation framing code,’ etc. (Trifonov,
1996). Yet, the ‘meaning’ of DNA sequences is only
fractionally revealed by DNA sequence codes. All
codes are interacting within a ‘code of conduct’ at
the scale of the genome, a sort of code of higher
order. DNA sequences by themselves alone contain
no trace of a code of conduct. Much of the informa-
tion that translates into specifically patterned effects is
scattered in biological space. Assuredly, the amount of
‘intelligence’ that one can gather from just a fraction
of a code is limited. That is how most of the ‘script of
life’ can afford to look so dumb.

c-value paradox and complexity

I would be reluctant to join Cavalier-Smith in
calling all DNA that does not function under a high-
functional-density regimen ‘secondary.’ The molecu-
lar form of present political correctness may still yield
to a Declaration of Independence worked out by a
Committee of Noncoding Sequences and that holds all
sequences to be created equal. One area where prej-
udice against the bulk of non-protein-coding sequences
is rampant relates to their contribution to complexity.

It has indeed often been proclaimed (e.g., Cavalier-
Smith & Beaton, 1999) that DNA sequences other than
protein-coding sequences and their immediate regu-
latory noncoding dependencies have no relevance to
an organism’s complexity. This is incorrect in regard
to the haploid genome, because (1) DNA components
of regulatory systems have multiplied and spread over
the genomes of higher organisms, with their mutual
distances and topological relationships often endowed
with phenotypic effects. The link between regulatory
complexity and the availability of increased amounts
of non-protein-coding DNA is perceptible directly
through the frequent presence of multiple enhancers
per gene. Ensuing functional requirements in terms of
DNA tethers and other sequence implements contrib-
ute to the ‘need’ of ‘junk DNA,’ if higher regulatory
complexity is to be attained and maintained; (2) SINEs
and LINEs formerly treated as purely selfish can now

be considered on experimental grounds to be likely to
fill important functions as genes. If such is the case,
there is no reason to postulate that SINEs and LINEs,
unlike other genes, fail to contribute to gene interac-
tion complexity and organismal complexity; (3) the
epigenetic functional processes present in the nucleus
of the eukaryote cell at multiple levels of nucleotide
integration qualify as contributors to the complexity
of the gene interaction system and thus to the com-
plexity of the organism; (4) these additional types
of functions – additional to those known from the
prokaryotes – are in fact likely to have paved the way
for more complex organisms to evolve by introduc-
ing additional mechanisms of genic, chromosomal,
and cellular control; furthermore, (5) epigenetic gene
control is based not only on middle-repetitive se-
quences, it is also linked to interacting tandem repeats
of oligonucleotides – namely, minisatellites and mi-
crosatellites (e.g., Gilmour et al., 1989; Catasti et al.,
1999). Hence an increase in opportunities for dif-
ferential gene and chromosomal regulation (e.g., the
involvement of TTAGGG repeats in the control of te-
lomeres). Tandem repeats, whether single-stranded,
double helix or triple helix structures, and whether in-
volved in gene or chromosome control, further extend
the variety of available recognition motifs for proteins
and protein complexes, and thus clearly contribute to
the complexity of the regulatory system. (See note
added in proof.)

Finally, (6), when increases in c-value become
extreme as they do in salamanders (Roth, Blanke
& Wake, 1994, Roth, Nishikawa & Wake, 1997),
complexity – manifestly, in this case, organismal com-
plexity – is again affected, though in the opposite
direction: because of developmental restrictions, it
decreases significantly.

The present focus was on the range of nucleotide
plurality where the direct (rather than the inverse)
correlation between genome size and complexity ap-
plies, namely, in particular, on the range connected
to what has been characterized here as c-value para-
dox I. Even though complexity increases within this
range, it cannot be expected to increase in linear
proportion to c-value, because the number of addi-
tional functions decreases as the number of nucle-
otides per function increases. Admittedly, it has not
been determined how complexity increases linked to
higher nucleotide pluralities may be measured. Nev-
ertheless, a high nucleotide consumption by addi-
tional functions is the reason why, even before the
role of total nuclear DNA content is brought into
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the picture, the paradox of c-values is found to be
reduced.

Epigenetic control as part of a basic uniformity of
living systems

That living systems are unitary in all their incarna-
tions has long since been clear, especially since the
discovery of the universal genetic code; but unitary in
what ways throughout the various hierarchical levels
of biological integration? This takes more effort to ex-
plore. It was soon realized (e.g., Zuckerkandl, 1975)
that genes – at least their component parts represent-
ing protein domains – are in general extremely ancient
objects through which all living things, including dif-
ferent kingdoms of organisms, are closely related. Not
present as a concept until the early eightees was the ex-
traordinary antiquity and continued conservation of a
number of basic regulatory relationships among genes,
relationships about as old as the genes themselves
(Zuckerkandl, 1983, 1994). Extraordinary antiquity is
also the hallmark, under one guise or another, of the
epigenetic control of DNA function, even though the
‘sectorial’ versions of this control might be limited to
the eukaryotes. All bioevolution that is not cut short
seems likely, eventually, to feature genomes whose se-
quences can assume alternate structures with alternate
regulatory effects.

There is no single solution to the c-value paradox,
but a partial one is indeed to be found in the mechan-
isms of epigenetic control which in eukaryotes depend
upon a considerable supply of non-protein-coding se-
quences.

At the same time, no functional aspect of the
system could presumably arise and be maintained
without the essential contribution of the genes and
their associated high-functional-density non-protein-
coding sequences required for punctate regulation.
The ‘news,’ for anyone who may not have believed
it yet, is that the presence of large amounts of lower-
and low-functional-density noncoding sequences is a
prerequisite for the existence of the most complex
organisms.

Note added in proof

Conserved non-protein-coding, yet transcribed DNA
and their corresponding RNAs represent the ‘ge-
nomic dark matter’ (Greg Hannon, in a seminar at

Stanford, November 29, 2001), upon which light
is now shed as the RNAs are being integrated into
regulatory systems, transcriptional and translational
alike (Bernstein, Denli & Hannon, 2001; Mattick &
Gagen, 2001). A large population of diverse noncod-
ing RNAs promises to contribute in essential ways
to the complexity of developing and mature gene
interaction systems and organisms.
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